
BOLLE Combat Kit goggles colorless with two screens, harness and cover
https://www.sport-attitude.com/en/produit-17872-BOLLE-Combat-Kit-goggles-colorless-with-two-screens-
harness-and-cover

SKU Designation French Law Weight (g) Colors MSRP

BOL100

LUNETTES COMBAT KIT
BOLLE INCOLORE + 2

ECRANS FUME + HARNAIS
+ HOUSSE 

Vente libre 50  Black  105.00 € incl. tax

Goggles with the highest level of ballistic protection

3 Mono-lenses for a clear and wide vision (Colorless, Copper, smoked), Platinum anti-fog and anti-
scratch finish
Ultra-enveloping profiled frame & quickly interchangeable screen
1 pair of ergonomic temples compatible with ballistic helmets and hearing protection helmets
Ballistic resistance: STANAG 4296 / MIL-PRF 32432A
Delivered in its semi-rigid cover with belt attachment, elastic braid and microfiber case

Single screen for clear and wide vision
Anti-fog and anti-scratch Platinum finish
Quickly interchangeable screen
Ultra-enveloping contoured frame
Ergonomic temples compatible with ballistic helmets and hearing protection helmets
Anti-slip nose
Ballistic resistance: STANAG 4296 / MIL-PRF 32432A
Supplied with three screens (Colorless, Copper, smoked)
Delivered in its semi-rigid cover with belt attachment, elastic braid and microfiber case

 

The BOLLE Combat is the latest generation of hybrid ballistic glasses intended for the military, firefighter or
member of the police.

Supplied as a kit with its interchangeable screens, its covers and its braid, these versatile glasses adapt to the
different types of missions on which the user will be engaged (Firing session, OPEX, Maintaining order,
motorcycle unit, etc.)
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Its level of ballistic protection, certified STANAG 4296, EN170 and EN172, provides all the security
necessary to protect against splinters, fragments, projectiles and falls.

These protection standards also ensure product durability over time, with anti-fog and scratch protection, as
well as material resistance against prolonged exposure to sunlight and UV rays.

 

Frame material: NYLON / PC / TPR
Lens material: Polycarbonate
Braid material: Nylon Polyester
ATEX certification: 21ES1011
ATEX Dangerous area / Atmosphere group: ATEX IIA, IIB, IIC, IIIA, IIIB, IIIC, AREA 1, 2, 20, 21,
22

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


